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Proposal A few years later, when the Third Dutch War occurred,
paimentin ^e P3^06 °* coa* a€a^n aroused concern, and once more the
Socialism. London corporation was directed (1672) to fix a scale1.
Contemporary opinion held that the discrepancy between
Newcastle and London prices was in excess of a just allowance
for freight and other charges. A letter from Newcastle, for
example, stated that coal at the port of lading cost los. put
aboard * all charges paid', and freight and wages brought
the total at London to 2os. : this estimate was for the
Newcastle chaldron, " which as you rightly compute makes
at London more than one and a half chaldrons " a. Another
writer gives a similar total in which the items included the
price at Newcastle 75., freight 6s., London dues 33., lighterage,
wharfage and cartage 43.s. These figures were made the basis
of a proposal for an experiment in State Socialism, namely,
that the coal trade should be taken over by the State and
placed in the hands of commissioners : " whereby the subjects
may be supplied with coals at easy rates, and not be exacted
upon as they now are " *. If the retail price were fixed
at 22s. the London chaldron, a profit of about 80 per cent,
would be made 5, and the consumer would still reap the
1 State Papers Domestic, 1671-1672, p. 474; Hist. MSS. Comm. Le
Fleming, 91.
* State Papers Domestic, 1672-1673, p. 253.
8 The Grand Concern of England explained in Several Proposals (1673),
59-60. In 1703 it was stated that the price of coal per Newcastle chaldron
(about 53 cwt.) was about los. and the local charges were I2d. (the * Rich-
mond shilling') and 6d. The further charges at London per London
chaldron (about 28 cwt.) were metage 4$., orphans 6d., St. Paul's i2d.,
' her majesty's duty' 53., and freight 33.: House of Lords MSS. 1702-
1704, p. 239. The London dues varied. See infra, Appendix, p. 491, No. 4.
4 The Grand Concern of England explained in Several Proposals (1673),
59-60. See infra, Appendix, p. 492, No. i.
8 This assumes the price of the Newcastle chaldron to be 203., and
$ Newcastle chaldrons to be the equivalent of 5 London chaldrons. The
size of the Newcastle chaldron varied at different periods. During the
earlier part of the seventeenth century it contained 42 cwt. ; it was fixed
at 52$ cwt. in 1677, and 53 cwt. in 1695. The London chaldron was
fixed in 1665 at 28 cwt.: Records of the Hostmen, 44, 164, 260. The
relation of the Newcastle to the London chaldron fluctuated. Down to
1677 the former was usually " estimated to be one chaldron and a fra-lf
and better of London measure " : House of Lords Journals, iv. 131 ; State
Papers Domestic, 1672-1673, p. 253. Subsequently one Newcastle chaldron
became roughly the equivalent of two London chaldrons: Cf. Hist. MSS.
Comm. Portland, vi. 105. In 1800 eight Newcastle chaldrons were con-
sidered the equivalent of fifteen London chaldrons : Parliamentary Papers
(1800), be. 13.

